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A Carter <carter.law@gmail.com>

Notice of Disputes and Request for Mediation and Stay of Action
Andrea M Carter Law Office <andrea@amcarterlaw.com>
20 May 2014 12:37
To: Aspresident@ucsd.edu, President@gsa.ucsd.edu, Hasmik Geghamyan <geghamyanlaw@gmail.com>,
contact@gsa.ucsd.edu, vpinternal@gsa.ucsd.edu
Cc: grratcliff@ad.ucsd.edu, UCABChair@uesd.edu, UCABvicechair@ucsd.edu, jdewaele@ucsd.edu,
svanbruggen@ucsd.edu
Bee: Davide Carpano <dcarpano@gmail.com>, Rene Vera <grveraxxx@gmail.com>, Che Cafe
<thechecafe@gmail.com>, "daronson1 01@gmail.eom" <daronson1 01@gmail.eom>

Dear AS and GSA,

I am writing to you in my capacity as the attorney for the Che Collective and its principal members and
volunteer core members.

Please take notice that the Che Collective is seeking to resolve compliance disputes under the MSA and a
renegotiation of the master space agreement lease, which you have been aware of for some time, and
request mediation and a stay of any decisions or actions that would remove the Che from the UCAB budget
unless and until an informal or formal resolution of the pending disputes is reached. See. MSA pages 17-19,
section 18.1 through 18.3.

Further, we have seen and are considering mvauo a draft resolution which may have been presented or
passed at last night's GSA meeting. We do not know because there are no current agendas, or meeting
minutes or resolutions posted on the GSA website. Further, in contravention of the MSA section 1.1(c), the
Coop did not receive adequate notice nor has any dispute resolution been initiated on behalf of the GSA prior
to drafting and moving forward for such a resolution or actions with respect to decertification and agreement
termination.

There were also inaccuracies stated in the GSA resolution pertaining to Che's default on the MSA. It is our
position that the Che is not in default. In fact it is the University that is in default of several positions. Please
know that this issue is in dispute as well.

Please respond to this and confirm that we will be entering dispute resolution, that the GSA resolution is
withdrawn or rescinded, and that all further action pertaining to the MSA agreement and Che's rights under it
will be stayed pending resolution.

Furthermore, contact directories for UCAB and GSA seem to be inaccurate and out of date. We do not know if
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GSA UCAB representative Ted Stinson participated in the GSA resolution but believe it proper for him to
recuse himself due to a conflict of interest.

Thank you,

Andrea Carter

."
Andrea M. Carter
LAW

OFFICF.

707 Broadway, Suite 700, San Diego, CA 92101

(619) 887-4529 direct
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